The latest News Around Us in Aug_20
New NY Gov. Kathy Hochul adds 12,000 deaths to COVID death count
The previous number of 43,400 has now been updated to 55,400
Associated Press
New York Gov. Kathy Hochul promised more government transparency on her first
day in office and by day’s end her administration had quietly delivered it by
acknowledging nearly 12,000 more deaths in the state from COVID-19 than had been
publicized by her predecessor, Andrew Cuomo.
New York now reports nearly 55,400 people have died of COVID-19 in New York
based on death certificate data submitted to the CDC, up from about 43,400 that Gov.
Cuomo had reported to the public as of Monday, his last day in office.
"We’re now releasing more data than had been released before publicly, so people
know the nursing home deaths and the hospital deaths are consistent with what’s
being displayed by the CDC," Hochul said Wednesday on MSNBC.
"There’s a lot of things that weren’t happening and I’m going to make them happen.
Transparency will be the hallmark of my administration."

New York Gov. Kathy Hochul speaks to reporters after a ceremonial swearing-in
ceremony at the state Capitol, Tuesday, Aug. 24, 2021, in Albany, N.Y. (AP Photo)
The Associated Press first reported in July on the large discrepancy between the
fatality numbers publicized by the Cuomo administration and numbers the state was
reporting to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
The count used by Cuomo in his news media briefings only included
laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 deaths reported through a state system that collects
data from hospitals, nursing homes and adult care facilities.
That meant the tally excluded people who died at home, hospice, in state prisons or at
state-run homes for people living with disabilities. It also excluded people who likely
died of COVID-19 but never got a positive test to confirm the diagnosis.

That lower number favored by the Cuomo administration still appeared in the daily
update put out by Hochul’s office Tuesday, but with an explanation about why it was
an incomplete count.
"There are presumed and confirmed deaths. People should know both," Hochul said
in a Wednesday morning appearance on NPR.
"Also, as of yesterday, we’re using CDC numbers, which will be consistent. And so
there’s no opportunity for us to mask those numbers, nor do I want to mask those
numbers.
The public deserves a clear, honest picture of what’s happening. And that’s whether
it’s good or bad, they need to know the truth. And that’s how we restore confidence."
Cuomo's critics had long charged that he was manipulating coronavirus statics to
burnish his image as a pandemic leader.
Federal prosecutors previously launched a probe examining his administration's
handling of data around deaths among nursing home patients.
The state, under Cuomo, had minimized its toll of nursing home residents’ deaths by
excluding all patients who died after being transferred to hospitals.
Cuomo used those lower numbers last year to erroneously claim that New York was
seeing a much smaller percentage of nursing home residents dying of COVID-19 than
other states.
The state Assembly Judiciary committee has also been investigating that issue as part
of a wide-ranging impeachment probe, and is weighing whether to include those
findings in a public report.

Emails Prove Capitol Police Received Violent Threats Before Jan. 6 - They Still Did
Nothing
Jack Davis - The Western Journal

New information adds to the skyscraper of evidence that the Capitol Police closed its
collective eyes to multiple warnings in the days before the Jan. 6 Capitol incursion.
Documents obtained by the left-leaning Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington through a Freedom of Information Act request highlighted warnings that
came from the Secret Service, Politico reported Wednesday.
“On January 6th, our democracy was attacked, but we still know little of how it
happened and what was done to protect the government,” said Jordan Libowitz, a
spokesperson for the organization.
“These emails give a further look into the knowledge the Secret Service had in the
lead up to the riot and show just how important it is for a thorough Congressional
investigation to bring the truth to light.”
A Jan. 5 warning from the Secret Service indicated that it knew some of those coming
to Washington for a Jan. 6 rally had more than protesting in their minds.
“Per our Denver Field Office, a concerned citizen reported that [REDACTED] were
flying into BWI today to attend tomorrow’s rally and ‘incite violence,’” one email
from the agency read.
“In addition, the source reports that [REDACTED] previously made threats against
President-Elect Biden. The source also reported that [REDACTED] was driving to
DC with gear and weapons, to include ballistic helmets, armored gloves and vests,
rifles, and suppressors.”
Another Secret Service email described threatening social media posts and requested
the information be shared with the Capitol Police because of threats against the
Metropolitan Police Department, the police agency that protects the District of
Columbia.
“While the subject appears to be targeting MPDC, the subject calls for violence
against any law enforcement in DC that ‘sides with the enemy,’” the email read.

“The user posted multiple threatening posts from today (01/05/21) to include, ‘Its
time the DC Police get their a** whooped for being traitors in our nations capitol’,
‘DC Police are the enemy of the people. No mercy to them on the 6th.
They are not on our side’, ‘time to fight! We cant trust the police, the laws, or the
politicians. It’s time to take out all of them to remain a free country on the 6th.’ And
‘The police need to be dealth with on the 6th. Our 2A covers Marxist police officers. If
they want a war, they will get one Wednesday. [middle finger emoji] the DC police.”
The email said no further research was done, but that it could be performed if
requested.
Although the presence of multiple warning signs that the protest that day was being
used by some as a pretext for violence, a new report says there was no overall
coordination taking place.
Reuters, quoting “four current and former law enforcement officials” who were
“directly involved in or briefed regularly on the wide-ranging investigations”
conducted by the FBI, reported Friday that the agency does not believe “the violence
was not centrally coordinated by far-right groups or prominent supporters of
then-President Donald Trump.”
After hundreds of interviews and the arrest of more than 570 people, the FBI found no
evidence of a central organization around the incursion.
“Ninety to ninety-five percent of these are one-off cases,” a former senior law
enforcement official “with knowledge of the investigation” said.
“Then you have five percent, maybe, of these militia groups that were more closely
organized. But there was no grand scheme with Roger Stone and Alex Jones and all of
these people to storm the Capitol and take hostages,” the source said.
The FBI has found that amid the vast mob of protesters and rioters, there were some,
including those who have been linked to the Oath Keepers and Proud Boys, who came
to the Capitol on Jan. 6 with a plan for entering. However, the source said, any next
step after entry was hazy at best.

Biden's Incompetent Team Let Thousands of Potential Terrorists Into 'Secure'
Airport Due to 1 Disastrous Decision
Cameron Arcand - The Western Journal

A poor vetting process is raising questions about who has been allowed entry into
Hamid Karzai International Airport in Kabul.
The United States began issuing special immigrant visas in a digital electronic format
to Afghan civilians attempting to evacuate the country through emergency flights.
A major issue with this format is that these visas reportedly do not have any names or
document numbers to determine who’s who, according to CNN.
Screen shots of the visas are being widely distributed and used by Afghans attempting
to enter the airport that’s considered “secure” by the U.S. government.

While it is not currently consistent with American policy to allow people with these
visas into the airport, some are people allowed inside due to the jumbled nature of the
situation.

With these documents, young single men have made their way into the airport without
proper identification — implying that they could be terrorist infiltrators.
“I don’t think consular, or the administration frankly, realizes how badly they f***ed
up by sending that stupid visa and letting everyone in for 24 hours straight,” a source
told CNN.
Current U.S. policy is to only admit citizens of the U.S. or other NATO countries or
green card holders onto evacuation flights, according to the U.K. Daily Mail, but it is
unclear how many of these people still remain in Afghanistan.
“It’s quickly becoming the Wild West,” the CNN source added. “[Special] operators
are pulling people through gates left and right.”
The Biden administration’s decision to not have identifying markers on key
documents could create a dangerous situation where unvetted people are entering the
United States or allied nations.

If these were women and children, for example, this would be a much different story.

But the fact that these men could pose a threat to civilians is a damning consequence
of Biden’s poor foreign policy.
Innocent people in Afghanistan are left scrambling and vulnerable, meaning that
there is plenty of room for error in the process.
The developments in the country are devastating, and bad actors could be taking this
opportunity to spread harm globally

UK MP Says Biden Has Gone 'Gaga,' 'Doesn't Have a Grip,' Questions Fitness for
Presidency
Taylor Penley - The western Journal

President Joe Biden speaks about the ongoing evacuation of Afghanistan on Tuesday
from the Roosevelt Room of the White House. (Jim Watson - AFP / Getty Images)
Our British friends aren’t too happy about the humanitarian crisis mounting amid
President Joe Biden’s untimely Afghanistan pullout — and it appears they’re
determined to let the world know all about it.
It began with the headline that broke Aug. 18: Parliament had elected to hold Biden
in contempt for obstructing their processes amid the chaos.
Now, Tory members of Parliament are blasting Biden for his incompetence that
endangered not only Afghans and Americans stranded behind enemy lines but also
some of their own.
“The UK government is now in a race against time to airlift nearly 2,000 Afghan
interpreters and other staff who worked for Britain out of Kabul amid a growing
backlash at Joe Biden over his decision to stick to his August 31 withdrawal deadline,”
the U.K. Daily Mail reported on Wednesday.

The outlet said these interpreters have already cleared the Taliban’s security
checks and are eligible to go home but now sit waiting at the Kabul airport. They are
some among the 10,000 people the Pentagon says are waiting for a flight out of the
destabilized nation.
It isn’t an image any of us wants to see after we — and our allies — invested 20 years
trying to make progress in Afghanistan. But Biden’s growing list of horrifying
decisions is egging on his critics — and for good reason.
Some MPs joined in the chorus of relentless criticism coming from us here in the U.S.,
condemning the president’s refusal to extend the exit date for U.S. forces because
Washington maintains that “an extension would leave troops at too great a risk of
attack from the Taliban or Isis,” in the words of the Daily Mail.
In response to this refusal, some Tory MPs are questioning Biden’s “intellectual
fitness.”
One even called him “gaga.”
Biden is taking heat from both sides of the pond, of course. Domestically, House
Minority Leader Kevin McCarthy has proven to be one of his most vocal critics.
“He turned his back and walked away — an image that has come to define him and
his presidency,” McCarthy said during a Wednesday media briefing, according to
the New York Post.
“He turned his back on our own citizens stranded in Afghanistan, he’s turned our
back on our allies and partners, he’s turned his back on his duties as commander in
chief.”
And to make matters worse for the inept administration, the Daily Mail pointed out
the fact that Biden’s Secretary of State Antony Blinken seemingly blamed Americans
for not leaving Afghanistan “fast enough” after being told to evacuate previously.
“For many years we have urged Americans not to travel there. We’ve repeatedly
asked Americans who are in Afghanistan to enroll [at the Kabul Embassy],” he said.
“And since March of this year, we’ve sent 19 separate messages to Americans
enrolled in the embassy, encouraging them and then urging them to leave the country.
We’ve even made clear we would pay for their repatriation.”
But, as we’ve heard from Biden himself, he maintains that the poorly executed
withdrawal was still a good idea, even going so far as saying he believes history
will show in his favor.
It’s everyone’s fault but his, right?
Now our British allies are near the end of their evacuation missions, and the U.K.’s
Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab asserts the country’s officials are working “as fast
as [they] can” to ensure they can evacuate as many Britons as possible.
Meanwhile, criticism from MPs still rages.

“If this does destroy Biden’s presidency, you have to question his fitness for the role,”
MP Bob Seely told the Daily Mail.
“You have got to question Trump’s moral fitness for the role, but you have got to
address Biden’s intellectual fitness and health fitness for the role.”
“I’m sorry, he is just gaga … he doesn’t have a grip. How many slip-ups before
people think, yep, he can’t do the job.”
Another searing criticism from Parliament came from MP Tom Tugendhat, a veteran
of the War in Afghanistan.

“[The connection to Afghanistan] links us also to our European partners, to our
European neighbors and to our international friends,” he said.
“And so it is with great sadness that I now criticize one of them. Because I was never
prouder than when I was decorated by the 82nd Airborne after the capture of Musa
Qala. It was a huge privilege.”
“To see their commander in chief call into question the courage of men I fought with,
to claim that they ran, is shameful.”
He ended on a powerful note, saying, “Those who have never fought for the colors
they fly should be careful about criticizing those who have.”
Our British friends have every right to express their disdain for Biden’s decisions.
They — and our other allies now scrambling to complete rescue missions (e.g. the
French) — served by our side for the duration of our presence in the country.

They have proven themselves loyal allies — dependable and tenacious.
And yet Biden turns his back on the media, just like he turned his back on the veterans
of this 20-year conflict and the people left behind in the Taliban’s wake.

Bin Laden SEAL Goes After Biden With Impeachment – He Tells Joe It Would
Take 9 Guys To Save Americans
By Daniel Ottomire - American Journal Daily

What’s Happening:
Americans from all backgrounds are shocked and disgusted by Biden’s handling of
Afghanistan.
But nobody is more outraged than our veterans.
Thousands of Americans fought to free Afghanistan from terrorism. Many of them
died doing so.
Those that survived and made it home now watch their hard work crumble down. All
because of Biden’s total lack of leadership ability.
One of those veterans, no less than the man who killed Bin Laden, is speaking out.
He’s saying he could help with just “nine guys.”
From IJR:
O’Neill in fact said that if given the green light, he would only need himself and a
small force to rescue Americans trapped in the country by Taliban terrorists…
“Look, I don’t want to be in charge, but if I was would I want to get the Americans?
Cool. Give me nine guys, I’m gonna walk through the streets and I’m gonna kill
everyone I see, and I’m gonna grab the Americans,” said O’Neill.
O’Neill believed that with the right men, he could easily liberate Afghanistan from the
Taliban. On top of that, he is calling for Biden to face the consequences of his actions.
From The Blaze:

Former Navy SEAL Robert O’Neill, who has been credited as the person who killed
Osama Bin Laden in a 2011 raid, blasted how President Joe Biden is handling the
U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan, and called for him to be impeached…
“If anything deserves an impeachment, it’s right now, because we don’t do this. We
don’t ask the enemy for permission. We go in there. We crush them. We win every
single time, and then we leave with our people.”
O’Neill, the former SEAL who killed Bin Laden, is blasted Joe Biden’s failures in
Afghanistan.
Ignoring the intel from top agencies and leaders, Biden pulled our troops from the
country. That led to the Taliban quickly taking over.
On top of that, thousands of Americans and many allies are stranded. They fear for
their lives as they can’t even get on a plane out of there.
O’Neill expressed his frustration, saying he’d only need “nine guys” to go in there
are liberate the city.
It seems he has a better take on the situation than Biden does. And his statement
expresses a level of commitment to the American people that Biden has refused to
show.
Because of his utter lack of leadership and skill, O’Neill thinks Biden should be
impeached.
He talked about how, over the last four years, Democrats impeached a president “for
no reason.”
Yet now, as a president fails on the job every day, Democrats pretend like it’s no big
deal.
If things get worse (and they probably will) there will be mounting reason to remove
Biden. And if Republicans retake Congress in 2022, he better start packing.
Key Takeaways:
Bin Laden killer Robert O’Neill blasted Biden’s handling of Afghanistan.
The former SEAL explained he’d get out the Americans with just “nine guys.”
He also called for Joe to be impeached over his historic failure.

Suicide Bombing Rocks Crowded Area Outside of Kabul Airport, US Troops Hit
Dillon Burroughs - Western Journal

An explosion took place outside of the Kabul airport in Afghanistan in a reported
suicide bombing Thursday at the nearby Baron Hotel, according to multiple reports.
“We can confirm an explosion outside Kabul airport. Casualties are unclear at this
time. We will provide additional details when we can,” Pentagon spokesman John
Kirby wrote in a Twitter post.

Agence France-Presse tweeted that “a large explosion” had taken place outside of
the airport.
At least three members of the U.S. military were reportedly wounded in the bombing.

Pictures emerged on social media of those injured in the blast.

The moment when the explosion occurred
at #Kabul airport. pic.twitter.com/m6uB22Yg7p
— Barzan Sadiq (@BarzanSadiq) August 26, 2021
“Explosion at Kabul airport appears to be suicide attack, three U.S. officials say,”
CNN’s Josh Caplan reported.
Victims have already been rushed to local hospitals for treatment.
CBS News went live to air coverage of the event and its aftermath.
The explosion comes following warnings of an imminent threat at the besieged Hamid
Karzai International Airport.
Nigel Farage: 'No way' British parliament would vote for military cooperation with
America under Biden admin.
Farage warns international terror threat increasing after Afghanistan pullout.
Fox News
Farage: Britain would 'no way' show military cooperation with America led by Biden
admin

Former Brexit party leader slams the president's administration for the situation in
Afghanistan and argues the U.K. is not willing to 'enter another operation' with the
United States.
Nigel Farage, former Brexit party leader, slammed
the Biden administration’s Afghanistan blunder Tuesday, arguing the crisis has led
his country of Britain feeling "betrayed." Under Biden, Farage told "Fox & Friends
First" that "there is no way a British parliament right now would vote for military
cooperation with America."

NIGEL FARAGE: The medium-term problem is the resurgence of international terror,
already evidence that extremist jihadi groups all over the world have taken great
cheer from what the Taliban have done in Afghanistan.
And so if we do find ourselves back engaged and, you know, let's be honest, the last
few years, we've not seen major terrorist atrocities in the West. But if they start to
happen again and we start to think, well, how do we go out again and try and stop
these cells that are spreading international terror?
How can we do it with the Americans? How can we do it with an ally that is treating
us with contempt and betrayed us and into the bargain, many of our own citizens?
Certainly, if it's a Biden or Harris administration, honestly, there is no way, there is
no way a British parliament right now would vote for military cooperation with
America led by this administration.
And that's a very sad thing to say, because since 1917, the U.K. and America have
been side by side in virtually every major conflict. We've been the closest allies in
terms of military action, in terms of intelligence sharing, in terms of culture, in terms
of business. You couldn't have a better ally in the world. And right at the moment, I'm
sorry, but there's no way we could enter into another operation with you.

Biden’s message to American who get stuck in Afganistan

Biden Admin Admits Taliban in Charge of Who Gets in Airport, Only 4,500
Americans Rescued So Far
Isa Cox - Western Journal

Pentagon spokesperson John Kirby speaks during a news briefing at the Pentagon on
Aug. 17, 2021, in Arlington, Virginia. (Alex Wong / Getty Images)
While many have made the case over the last ten days that the Taliban’s shockingly
swift takeover of Afghanistan was facilitated in part by the groundwork laid by former
President Donald Trump, there is absolutely no getting around the fact that the Biden
administration has royally blundered its handling of the circumstances over which it
had 100 percent control.
And no matter how you slice it, it is simply not Trump’s fault that the Biden
administration has opted to legitimize the Taliban and behave as though they are a
friendly ally rather than a violent foe that harbored the terrorists who planned the
9/11 terror attacks and would likely do so again in a heartbeat.
It’s bad enough that the administration has avoided referring to the armed forces that
are staging photo ops of their fighters in our gear mocking our WWII victory at Iwo
Jima as the “enemy.”
Now, chief Pentagon spokesman John Kirby has admitted that the Taliban controls
Kabul’s Hamid Karzai International Airport, where thousands of terrified Americans
and Afghans still wait to leave the chaotic and dangerous country, and that the
administration is working with them to determine who has the proper credentials to
enter.
The administration has faced urgent inquiries from the media for days as to how
many Americans remain in Afghanistan and how their evacuation will be facilitated.
Officials have been vague about the exact figure, but Secretary of State Antony
Blinken confirmed on Wednesday that about 1,500 Americans remain, 1,000 of whom
have not responded to messages and have yet to be tracked down, as The New York
Times reported.
Also on Wednesday, Kirby reaffirmed that the administration is in “daily
communication” with “Taliban commanders” to whom they are making clear which
Americans ought to be given the coveted access to the Kabul airfield.

“The Taliban have set up checkpoints, we’ve talked about this before, and we are in
daily communication with Taliban commanders about who we want to see get in and
what the credentials are, what they look like, what’s valid,” Kirby told reporters.
“And that communication happens literally every day, we have been nothing but open
with the Taliban about who we expect them to let in. Again, fully recognize that not
every step of this process is in our firm control and that there are going to be
incidences where it doesn’t work as advertised,” he defensively explained.
We’ve been told for days that the U.S. forces have maintained control of the Kabul
airport, from which daily airlifts have already evacuated over 82,000 people,
including 4,500 American citizens.
Last week, President Joe Biden falsely claimed that Americans have encountered no
issues reaching and accessing the airport, but a horrific account from U.S. Embassy
staffers gave a very different story, as have several reports by American media and an
admission from Biden’s own secretary of Defense.
Americans have reportedly been beaten, spit on and assaulted as they tried to make
their way to the Kabul airport — and now we’re being told by Kirby that it’s the
Taliban checking civilians’ credentials at the entrances?
To make matters worse, while tens of thousands of Afghans were camped outside the
airport Wednesday, the U.S. Embassy later warned Americans to stay away from the
airport, citing unexplained security threats, as the Times reported, also warning those
outside the perimeter to “leave immediately.”
How much control do we even have in Kabul at this point?
As the clock runs out to meet Biden’s Aug. 31 deadline to finish the withdrawal,
the violent new regime has threatened “consequences” should the withdrawal
continue after this point.
Biden has insisted it will be kept, despite firm pressure from fellow G-7 nations that
evacuations need to continue as long as they must to make sure that their respective
citizens are safely removed from Afghanistan.
Biden is the commander in chief of the most powerful and advanced military the
world has ever seen, and the entire world is watching in horror as he appears to
virtually take orders from the Taliban and leaves Americans to die in the process.
If American deaths are what ultimately comes of this horrific crisis, their blood will
most certainly be on this administration’s hands.
Music will be banned in Afghanistan and women will need a male chaperone if
they travel alone for three days, Taliban leader says
Melissa Koenig - Dailymail.com
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid told the New York Times that the terrorist
group will be more liberal than they were 20 years ago

He said the Taliban would let women return to school and their jobs in the future - as
long as they wear a hijab head covering.
He also denied reports that the Taliban would once again force women to stay inside,
like they did from 1996 - 2001 and would flog them for misbehaving.
Mujahid also denied reports that the group is hunting down former American allies
He added that he hopes that the Taliban could work with the international community
in the future.
But, he said, music will be banned in the country and women will need a male
chaperone on trips that take several days.
His remarks come just one day after he gave a press conference warning women to
stay inside while they train their forces to properly treat women
A Taliban leader has announced that music will be banned in Afghanistan and
women will be required to travel with a male chaperone on trips that last several days,
even as he promises the Taliban will be more liberal than they were 20 years ago.
In an interview with the New York Times, Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid
said while women will eventually be allowed to return to work and go on trips to
school, and hospitals, they would need a male chaperone for trips that last several
days.
And music will be banned in the country.
'Music is forbidden in Islam, but we're hoping that we can persuade people not to do
such things, instead of pressure them,' Mujahid said.
Still, he said, things will be different under this Taliban rule than the previous
regime.
'We want to build the future and forget what happened in the past,' he said, rejecting
reports that the Taliban is already extracting vengeance on those who opposed them
and are trying to reimpose the harsh restrictions on women that made them notorious
when they first took control in 1996.

In an interview with the New York Times, Taliban spokesperson Zabihullah Mujahid
said while women will eventually be allowed to return to work and go on trips to
school, and hospitals, they would need a male chaperone for trips that last several
days.
He suggested to the New York Times that the Taliban will let women return to their
jobs in the future - as long as they wear a head covering - and said concerns that the
Taliban would once again force women to stay inside or cover their faces are
baseless.
During their previous time in power, Afghan women could only leave the house in a
burqa - a shapeless covering which covers the head and entire body, with only a
fabric mesh to see out of.
He also said that those with proper travel documents will be able to leave the country,
and that his regime will not hunt down former interpreters and others who have
worked with the American military over the years, but expressed frustration at
American evacuation efforts.
'They shouldn't interfere in our country and take out our human resources: doctors,
professors and other people we need here,' Mujahid said. 'In America, they might
become dishwashers or cooks. It's inhuman.'
But, he said, he is still hopeful that the Taliban could build good relationships with
the international community, saying they have already cooperated with international
leaders on issues like counterterrorism, opium eradication and the reduction of
refugees to the West.

Taliban fighters stood guard at a checkpoint in Kabul, Afghanistan

The Taliban promises they will be more liberal under their new regime

The terrorist group had previously been in control of Afghanistan from 1996 - 2001
Mujahid's remarks come one day after he announced at a press conference that
women should remain inside 'until we have a new procedure' in place, while the
Taliban trains its forces not to harass women.
'We are worried our forces, who are new and have not been yet trained very well, may
mistreat women,' he said. 'We don't want our forces, God forbid, to harm or harass
women.'
In the meantime, he said, women's salaries will be paid in their homes, echoing what
Ahmadullah Waseq, the deputy of the Taliban’s cultural affairs committee, told the
Times: that the Taliban has 'no problems with working women' as long as they wear
hijabs.

Mujahid expressed his frustration with America's efforts to evacuate Afghanis who
helped the military over the past 20 years. Here evacuees are seen boarding a Coeing
C-17 Globemaster III during an evacuation at Kabul's Hamid Karzai International
Airport

Afghans line up outside a bank to take out cash as people keep waiting at Hamid
Karzai International Airport to leave the country after Taliban's takeover

Many who want to leave the country are still stuck waiting at the airport. But under
the old Taliban rule, women were not allowed to attend school and faced public
flogging if they were found to have violated morality rules, like one requiring that
they be fully covered.
At the time, the Times reports, the Taliban also said the restrictions on women will be
temporary.
'The explanation was that the security was not good, and they were waiting for
security to be better, and then women would be able to have more freedom,' said
Heather Barr, the associate director of women's rights at Human Rights Watch.
'But of course in those years they were in power, that moment never arrived - and I
can promise you Afghan women hearing this today are thinking it will never arrive
this time either.'
She said the Taliban is only claiming to be more liberal as they have the world's
media attention on them.
'They're trying to look normal and legitimate and this will last as long as the
international community and the international press are still there,' she said. 'And
then we'll see what they're really like again.'
US citizens are told to STOP coming to Kabul airport due to terror threat leaving up
to 1.5K including 23 California students stranded: Blinken BLAMES them for not
leaving earlier as CIA start helicopter rescue missions.
American citizens trying to get in to Kabul airport and leave the country were told on
Wednesday night to immediately leave the area, due to a new and sudden terror
threat.
'Due to threats outside the Kabul airport, US citizens should avoid traveling to the
airport and avoid airport gates unless you receive instructions to do so,' the State
Department tweeted on Wednesday night.

'Those at the Abbey Gate, East Gate, or North Gate now should leave immediately.'
The order to leave the gates was issued at 3:30am local time in Kabul on Thursday
morning.

Fears are mounting that the Islamic State affiliate in the region, ISIS-K, could try and
launch an attack on the crowds masses outside the airport. Joe Biden on Tuesday
warned that ISIS-K were believed to be attempting to target departing jets, as he
explained why it was unlikely that U.S. forces will remain in the area beyond August
31.
Up to 1,500 Americans are still trapped in Afghanistan and the U.S. is still relying on
the Taliban to allow safe passage to Kabul airport with just six days before the
deadline, Secretary of State Anthony Blinken said in a press conference on
Wednesday.
Blinken gave his first briefing on the airlift operation and the bid to get all citizens
and Afghan allies out amid reports the CIA has joined U.S. troops in helicopter
rescue missions outside the airport perimeter.
Thousands of people are still trying to leave Afghanistan as U.S. troops start leaving
and evacuation flights begin to wrap up, but are being stopped and beaten by
insurgents on their way.
Among those left are 23 school children from California Cajon Valley Union School
District and 16 parents who visited the war zone on a summer trip to see extended
family and haven't been able to leave.

Blinken blamed Americans still on the ground for not leaving fast enough after first
being warned earlier this year to leave Afghanistan as soon as possible, but said there
would be 'no deadline' in helping those who still want to leave.
He spoke as a CIA officer told DailyMail.com that American civilians and Afghan
allies have just 72 hours before evacuations end and Biden cracked a joke about the
evacuation crisis at a cybersecurity summit.
NBC reporter Peter Alexander asked the president what he would do if there were
Americans trapped in Afghanistan after August 31. The microphone was cut before
Biden could reply, but he cracked a smile and said 'You'll be the first person I call.'
Blinken said the US has been in 'direct contact' with roughly 500 confirmed U.S.
citizens and 'provided specific instructions for how to get to the airport safely.'
The State Department said there are roughly 1,000 other people whose status is still
being established.
'We're aggressively reaching out to them multiple times a day,' he said of those 1,000
people, adding they're looking 'to determine whether they still want to leave and to
get them the most up-to-date information and instructions for them on how to do so.'
'Some may no longer be in the country. Some may have claimed to be Americans but
turn out not to be. Some may choose to stay,' Blinken said.
'We'll continue to try and identify the status and plans of these people in the coming
days.'
A short time later a journalist covering Afghanistan wrote on Twitter that the Taliban
blocked all roads leading to Kabul airport.
Only Afghans 'accompanied by foreigners' are reportedly allowed through.
'Taliban refused to let a friend, a dual Afghan-Australian citizen, from entering
airport today,' Frud Bezhan wrote.

Blinken announced Wednesday that up to 1,500 Americans - 500 who are verified US
citizens - are still stuck in Afghanistan

About 4,500 U.S. citizens and immediate family members have been evacuated over
the last 10 days.
As many as 6,000 Americans who wanted to leave Afghanistan were in the country
when the Taliban took Kabul last week.
Biden posted a statement to Twitter on Wednesday afternoon vowing to help people
still stuck there but did not provide further explanation.
'We're going to do everything that we can to provide safe evacuation for Americans,
our Afghan allies, partners, and Afghans who might be targeted because of their
association with the United States,' the president wrote.
The CIA has joined the US military in evacuation efforts, launching clandestine
operations to rescue Americans in and outside of Kabul, the Wall Street
Journal reports.
The military's operations have been more limited in comparison, focusing on US
citizen trapped within the Afghan capital.
CIA operations include air and ground missions and use US military helicopters
under the agency's control.
At least two dozen Americans students and parents are among those still stuck in
Kabul. After taking a summer trip to visit grandparents and other extended family, 24
students and 16 parents from the Cajon Valley Union School District are trying to get
to the airport with less than a week before the US leaves the country. the LA Times
reports.
Cajon Valley Superintendent David Miyashiro said that officials who work with the
school district's FACE program as interpreters and liaisons were contacted by a
family concerned its student would lose a seat in the classroom last week when
classes began, a local CBS affiliate reports.

The concern was echoed by several other families who missed their scheduled flights
home for the first day of school on August 17.
The district said they arrived on special U.S. military visas, and states the trip was
not school-sanctioned.
Officials at the district just outside of San Diego said the students are safe but that it's
not certain when they could return home.
A family of five from the same school district is back in the U.S. after escaping from
Afghanistan, 10 News reports.
White House Press Secretary Jen Psaki said today she has 'no additional information'
on the stranded students when asked and appeared confused at the report.
'I'm happy to take their information if there's something more detailed,' she said.
The U.S. has ramped up their airlifts and have evacuated 19,000 people in the last 24
hours and have already started pulling out military forces with just six days until the
deadline, which Biden has promised to stick to.
Desperate Afghan men, women and children have swarmed the airport in a bid to get
out amid fears of an attack from the Islamic State offshoot ISIS-K and 10,000
evacuees are inside the gates waiting to get out.

Hundreds of people gather near an airport evacuation control checkpoint.
American civilians and Afghan allies have just 72 hours before evacuations end, a
CIA officer told DailyMail.com

Fears of a stampede toward the airport are concerning officials as the withdrawal
winds down and people grow more desperate to flee

American troops and the CIA have been conducting rescue missions to get people
stranded outside of the airport to safety
'It is hard to overstate the complexity and danger of this effort. We are operating in
an hostile environment, in a city and country now controlled by the Taliban, with a
very real possibility of an ISIS-K attack,' Blinken said Wednesday.
Asked to take responsibility for the chaos, he responded: 'I take responsibility. I know
the president has said he takes responsibility.'
'There will be plenty of time to look back at the last six or seven months, to look back
at the last 20 years and to see what we might have done differently,’ as well as sooner
or more effectively,' he said.

Blinken said right now his 'entire focus is on the mission at hand.'
It was also revealed that a military operation recovered 'less than 20 people' by
helicopter from Kabul under cover of darkness and brought them safely to the airport
for evacuation. It comes in addition to two other operations outside the airport walls
confirmed by the Pentagon, including a mission to bring 169 Americans 'over the
wall' that Biden announced Monday.
'So last night, during the period of darkness, there was an operation to be able to go
out and safely evacuate evacuees back into Kabul. They're at [Hamid Karzai
International Airport], and they're safely there preparing to be evacuated,' Army Maj.
Gen. Hank Taylor said at a Pentagon briefing Wednesday.
In a White House briefing the same day Psaki said the administration suspected many
of the 1,000 prospective Americans who may be looking to leave are dual-citizens or
'people who may not be ready to leave for a variety of reasons.'
'For many of these Afghans, this is their home. And yes they are dual-citizens, yes it is
absolutely our responsibility to make sure we are reaching out to them multiple times.
We are providing opportunity, we are finding ways to get them to the airport to
evacuate them, but it is also their personal decision on whether they want to depart,'
she said.
During the briefing Psaki was asked how the Biden administration will determine
whether every American who wants to leave will get to do so by the deadline.
The press secretary clarified that some of those Americans could 'have not yet
decided to depart by August 31.'
'We know that is a potential, so therefore we're looking at a range of options for how
we can allow them to depart and enable them to depart after that date and time,' she
said.

The Taliban take a captured $6m US-made Blackhawk helicopter for a joyride, and
unveil more special forces with night vision - amid fears they have amassed 200,000
American-supplied guns and 150 aircraft
Adam Manno & Charlotte Michell - Mail Online
The US spent $83B in training and equipment for the Afghan Army since 2001
Some of that includes $2B in Humvees and $147M in Black Hawk helicopters
US National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan said last week that 'a fair amount of it has
fallen into the hands of the Taliban'
Footage has emerged appearing to show a Taliban test of captured helicopter
The one-minute video, shared on social media, shows the US-made UH-60 Black
Hawk making a loop of the tarmac in an unknown location.
Experts say chances the Taliban can fly the aircraft properly are slim
It follows other photos and videos of Taliban fighters seizing US and Russian-made
choppers earlier this month as the group launched its rapid siege.
Taliban fighters are now feared to have access to up to 200,000 firearms, 20,000
Humvees and hundreds of aircraft the US donated to the Afghan army.

It comes after footage emerged of the Taliban testing a captured $6m US-made
Blackhawk helicopter by taxi-ing it around an airfield - and it has also released
propaganda footage of body armour-clad 'special forces' with night vision goggles.
Last week, National Security Adviser Jake Sullivan admitted the US doesn't have a
'clear picture' of just how much missing $83 billion of military inventory could now be
in the hands of the enemy.
But multiple outlets have shared worrying statistics, including 22,000 Humvees given
to Afghan forces between 2003 and 2016. Taliban fighters have since been pictured
riding atop the vehicles in Kabul.
Equipment given by US to the Afghan Army now likely to be in hands of the Taliban
also includes 50,000 tactical vehicles, 1,000 mine resistant vehicles and 150 armored
personnel carriers.
Aircraft likely left for the Taliban to use includes over 160 planes and helicopters,
including four C-130 transport aircraft, 23 A-29 Super Tucano turboprop attack
aircraft, 45 UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters and 50 MD530 choppers.
Experts say it is unclear if there is anyone within the Taliban's ranks with the
knowledge to successfully fly any of them, with fighters seen taking a Black Hawk for
a flightless joyride on a runway Wednesday.
The US also donated at least 200,000 firearms to the Afghan army, including M24
sniper rifles, M18 assault weapons, anti-tank missiles, automatic grenade launchers,
mortars and rocket propelled grenades.
Between 2003 and 2016, the US bought the Afghan security forces 42,000 'light
tactical vehicles' - such as Ford Ranger pickups and cargo trucks - 9,000 'medium
tactical vehicles,' and over 22,000 Humvees.

Footage has emerged showing what looks like a Taliban test of a UH-60 Black Hawk
helicopter

Seven Black Hawk helicopters arrived in Afghanistan as late as last month

The Taliban released propaganda footage of body armour-clad 'special forces' with
night vision goggles

Taliban fighters are now feared to have access to up to 200,000 firearms, 20,000
Humvees and hundreds of aircraft the US donated to the Afghan army.

Between 2004 and 2016, the US bought the Afghans more than 64,000 machine guns.
Above, a Taliban fighter stands guard at a checkpoint in Kabul on Wednesday

Taliban fighters sit on an Afghan army Humvee on August 15. Much of the equipment
the US has given Afghanistan has 'fallen into the hands of the Taliban,' according to a
US official
The US spent about $2.13 billion in Humvees alone, based on an average price of
$96,466 each.
Between 2007 and 2016, the US gave Afghan security forces 110 helicopters and 60
transport cargo airplanes, the according to a Government Accountability Office
report published by transparency website Openthebooks.com.
Afghan military officials are believed to have left the country in around 40 different
US-supplied aircraft in the days leading up to its fall to the Taliban.

'We don't have a complete picture, obviously, of where every article of defense
materials has gone, but certainly a fair amount of it has fallen into the hands of the
Taliban,' Sullivan told reporters last week.
Aid to Afghanistan was $3 billion this year alone.
The White House revealed Wednesday that over the last 24 hours, 42 American flights
dealt with the bulk of evacuations - transporting 11,200 from Kabul - meaning the
U.S. has evacuated and facilitated the evacuation of approximately 87,900 people on
U.S. military and coalition flights since the end of July.

The Afghan military has four C-130 transport aircraft, seen above. US-provided
military equipment is now in danger of falling into Taliban hands as the group takes
over Afghanistan

Between 2004 and 2016, the US bought the Afghan military more than 358,000 rifles,
including M-16s and AK-47s. Above, Taliban fighters patrol Kabul on August 19
'We don't have a sense that they are going to readily hand it over to us at the
airport.'
The Afghan Army also got 18 'intelligence, reconnaissance, and surveillance'
airplanes such as the PC-12, a cargo aircraft made by Swiss company Pilatus.

It goes for $5 million in civilian prices - which would make for a total cost of $90
million to the US military - but prices are often much higher when equipment is sold
to the military.

Reports from the Government Accountability Office offer a glimpse into the total costs
of the war in Afghanistan, which the US has spent $3 billion on just this year
Seven Black Hawk helicopters arrived in Afghanistan as late as last month, according
to Reuters, and some of them may now be in the hands of the Taliban.
They cost about $21 million each, according to Military Machine.
Recent footage shows what appears to be a Taliban test of a captured US-made
UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter.

The US spent at least $268 million in M-16s and other similar weapons for the
Afghan Army between 2004 and 2016. Above, a Taliban fighter patrols Kabul on
Wednesday
The one-minute clip uploaded to Twitter shows the $6 million Black Hawk helicopter,
described as having been captured from Afghan security forces, moving along the
tarmac at a seemingly otherwise deserted location.
Two men watch the chopper complete a loop of the area which is believed to be
Kandahar airfield, where two cars are also visible in shot.
'Taliban testing a captured Afghan UH-60,' the post accompanying the video read. At
no point did the helicopter leave the ground.
It is not clear if the UH-60 is the same that was seized by the Taliban on August 14
when images and footage of members of the group operating the $6million piece of
equipment were shared on social media.

The one-minute clip uploaded to Twitter shows a UH-60 Black Hawk helicopter,
described as having been captured from Afghan security forces, moving along the
tarmac at a seemingly otherwise deserted location

Earlier this month, a series of videos also showed insurgents flying captured Russian
choppers around the city of Kandahar [File photo]

A Taliban fighter poses with a US-made Afghan air force Blackhawk helicopter at
captured Kandahar airfield [File photo]

A series of videos shared on social media showed insurgents flying Russian-made
aircraft around the city of Kandahar [File photo]
Sophisticated 'new face' of the Taliban
By Glen Keogh
TO the head of the British Armed Forces, they are simply ‘country boys’.
But in camouflage, body armor and sunglasses, these men are the new face of the
Taliban – and appear a world away from a ‘disparate collection of tribespeople’, as
described by General Sir Nick Carter last week.
In propaganda footage released on social media, the Taliban have been showing off
their own ‘special forces’, complete with American weapons and equipment looted
from Afghan soldiers as the country was seized.
Members of the ‘Badri 313’ unit are shown in uniforms, boots and balaclavas with
US-made rifles including the M4. Some even have night-vision goggles. It is a far cry
from typical Taliban fighters patrolling in traditional salwar kameez outfits, turbans
and sandals, carrying old Kalashnikov rifles.
The insurgents released slow-motion videos of the elite unit – which they claim could
amount to a few thousand soldiers – amid fears of an armed resistance in
Afghanistan’s Panjshir Valley.
In one social media post, members of Badri 313 mocked a famed Second World War
photo of US Marines hoisting the American flag on the island of Iwo Jima after it was
captured from the Japanese.
The group created their own version of the image in which they plant a white Taliban
flag while dressed in US-style military uniform.
They have also posed with captured Humvees and helicopters, although experts say
the latter would be difficult for the group to operate and maintain.
The Taliban are feared to have plundered millions of pounds worth of military
equipment from the US.
This year alone, America supplied Afghan forces with more than two million bullets
for AK-47 assault rifles and 100,000 70mm rockets.
The fundamentalists are also likely to have gained A-29 light attack aircraft worth
£17million, according to the Daily Mirror. The haul is likely to be much larger, given
the amount of assets supplied to Afghanistan over 20 years.

Badri 313 is named after the Battle of Badr nearly 1,400 years ago, when the Prophet
Muhammad supposedly defeated his enemies with 313 soldiers.
The Afghan government pilots who fly the operational Russian helicopters were
turned over to the Taliban, while the US helicopters were likely grounded by a lack of
spare parts from the United States.
It came as evidence emerged that the Taliban had also seized American-made Black
Hawk helicopters, made famous in the 2001 Ridley Scott blockbuster Black Hawk
Down.
The Afghan military has more than 150 aircraft, according to a report published last
month by the by the Special Inspector General for Afghanistan Reconstruction.
It includes four C-130 transport aircraft, 23 Brazilian-made A-29 'Super Tucano'
turboprop ground-attack aircraft, 45 UH-60 Black Hawk helicopters, and 50 smaller
choppers.
Afghan forces were also given more than 30 military versions of Cessna single-engine
fixed-wing aircraft.
Earlier this year, aerospace manufacturer MD Helicopters secured two contracts
valued at $43.9 million to support the Afghan Air Force with MD 530F Cayuse
Warrior light attack helicopters, according to Airforce Technology.
In 2017, the US military lost $174 million in drones meant for the Afghan National
Army. The ANA didn't immediately use the drones and then lost track of them,
according to Forbes.
The White House has spent billions of dollars on supplying the Afghan military with
the necessary weapons and equipment to wipe out the Taliban, but following the
collapse of local armed forces, their investment is now effectively being used by the
insurgents themselves.
Afghan security forces are reported to have left valuable equipment behind as they
fled incoming Taliban fighters.
Journalist Hollie McKay told NPR that the road out of the northern Afghan city of
Mazar-i-Sharif was littered with US-made armored vehicles that the Afghan military
had left behind.
'On that road there is a lot of equipment that has been abandoned,' McKay said.
'It was sort of unclear to me whether (the vehicles) were already destroyed by the
soldiers, or that they were functioning and that the Taliban hadn't quite figured out
how to use them. But there was certainly a good bunch of them along that single road
into Uzbekistan.'
Between 2004 and 2016, the US bought the Afghan military more than 358,000 rifles,
including M-16s and AK-47s, and more than 64,000 machine guns.
A common price of a M16 rifle is $749, according to the US Defense Logistics Agency,
which handles equipment acquisitions for the military.
That would put the total cost of M-16s purchased for the Afghan military at $268
million for the years listed.
Social media in the lead up to the fall of Kabul was awash with clips of fighters
seizing weapons caches, but the taking of such high profile helicopters represented a
significant statement of intent.
The latest footage comes as countries continue to scramble to evacuate their citizens
and others from Afghanistan before the August 31 deadline for the withdrawal of the
United States.
On Tuesday, the Taliban announced it was closing the airport road for Afghans, who
were told they could no longer flee.

Hours later, U.S. President Joe Biden said that evacuation efforts were 'on pace' to
finish by the end of the month.
The White House said it believed foreigners and Afghans in need could still reach the
airport.
The result has been continuing chaos around Hamid Karzai International Airport,
where thousands of desperate people are seeking safety.

On Tuesday, the Taliban announced it was closing the airport road for Afghans, who
were told they could no longer flee. Pictured: People are evacuated by the U.S. Air
Force on Tuesday

There have been days of chaos around Hamid Karzai International Airport as people
are trying desperately to flee the country

Fox's Wallace: An Afghanistan-based attack on US 'could be curtains' for Biden
presidency
Caroline Vakil - The Hill
Fox News anchor Chris Wallace suggested Friday that any potential attack on U.S.
soil launched from Afghanistan following the Biden administration's exit from the
country could mean "curtains for the Biden presidency"

Getty Images Fox's Wallace: An Afghanistan-based attack on US 'could be curtains'
for Biden presidency
Wallace made the comment a day after 13 U.S. service members were killed and more
than a dozen others were injured in a bombing attack outside the airport in Kabul.
More than 100 Afghans were also killed in the attack, which officials have attributed
to the terrorist group ISIS-K.
"As bad as yesterday was, the president can come back from that, but if there is an
attack on the U.S. homeland from Afghanistan after the withdrawal of all of our
troops, that could be curtains for the Biden presidency," Wallace said on Fox as the
network's Bill Hemmer uttered "God forbid."

Various defense and foreign policy experts have pointed out that the removal of U.S.
troops could precede Afghanistan becoming a hotbed of terrorist activity amid
Taliban rule.
The Taliban's vows to honor women's rights and not punish former enemies have also
been met with deep skepticism.
President Biden has repeatedly defended the U.S.'s decision to withdraw troops,
however he was further pressed on that decision Thursday following the attack near
the Hamid Karzai International Airport in Kabul, the deadliest day for U.S. forces in
the country in roughly a decade.
"Imagine where we'd be if I had indicated, on May the 1st, I was not going to
renegotiate an evacuation date; we were going to stay there," Biden told reporters on
Thursday.
"I'd have only one alternative: Pour thousands of more troops back into Afghanistan
to fight a war that we had already won, relative - is why the reason we went in the
first place."
"I have never been of the view that we should be sacrificing American lives to try to
establish a democratic government in Afghanistan - a country that has never once in
its entire history been a united country, and is made up - and I don't mean this in a
derogatory - made up of different tribes who have never, ever, ever gotten along with
one another," he continued.
The United Kingdom also reported that two of its citizens and a child had all died
from the attack while several more were injured.
"These were innocent people and it is a tragedy that as they sought to bring their
loved ones to safety in the UK they were murdered by cowardly terrorists," U.K.
Foreign Secretary Dominic Raab said in a statement on Friday.
Watch the video: Courageous Marine Officer Risks His Career, Demands
Accountability

Battalion commander Lt. Col. Stu Scheller made a powerful video criticizing his
superiors after the Kabul carnage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXsMa5y_1EA

Furious Vet Gets to Work After Seeing USMC Officer Kicked from Corps for
Calling out Biden and Woke Brass
Elizabeth Stauffer - The western Journal

My son, shaken and ashen, showed up two hours late for our 2013 Christmas Eve
dinner. He had spent the afternoon at Walter Reed Hospital visiting his former West
Point roommate who had lost his legs and part of one hand when he stepped on an
IED in Afghanistan.
Several months later, I drove my son to the airport. He would deploy to Afghanistan
days after that. Thankfully, he was one of the lucky ones.
As we witness the tragedy of the U.S. withdrawal of troops from a theater where so
many Americans have served and sacrificed, we are wondering why none of our
military leaders will take responsibility.
One Marine officer, Lt. Col. Stuart Scheller, has served for 17 years. This puts him
just three years away from the 20-year-mark, when a pretty decent pension will kick
in.
Following Thursday’s suicide bombing at the Hamid Karzai International Airport
which killed 13 U.S. service members, Scheller put his job on the line to “demand
accountability” from his senior leaders.
In the video below, which many readers may have already viewed after it went viral
on Thursday, Scheller delivers his message to leaders, and specifically calls out
Marine Corps Commandant Gen. David H. Berger, Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Mark Milley.
By Friday, the video had been shared 35,000 times, the New York Post reported.

“The reason people are so upset on social media right now is not because the Marine
on the battlefield let someone down. That service member always rose to the occasion
and done extraordinary things. People are upset because their senior leaders let them
down and none of them are raising their hands and accepting accountability or
saying, ‘We messed this up,'” Scheller said.
“I want to say this very strongly. I have been fighting for 17 years. I am willing to
throw it all away to say to my senior leaders: I demand accountability.”
“I’m not saying we’ve got to be in Afghanistan forever,” he explained. “But I am
saying, did any of you throw your rank on the table and say, ‘Hey, it’s a bad idea to
evacuate Bagram Airfield, a strategic airbase, before we evacuate everyone’? Did
anyone do that? And when you didn’t think to do that, did anyone raise their hand
and say, ‘We completely messed this up’?”
Predictably, Scheller was fired the next day. In a Friday Facebook post, he wrote, “I
have been relieved for cause based on a lack of trust and confidence.”
Scheller’s original video and subsequent announcement was widely circulated on
social media and many Americans are now lobbying on his behalf.
Just the News reported that “supporters quickly organized a grass roots campaign to
reinstate Scheller.”
This group is led by Anthony Slate who, according to his LinkedIn profile, served in
Marine Force Recon, a special operations unit. Slate is asking supporters to contact
the Marine Corps directly to demand that Scheller be reinstated.
In a LinkedIn post, Slate wrote: “Here’s the public affairs office for the United States
Marine Corps. I suggest we the people contact the Marine Corps and let them know
how we feel on the matter!!!!!”
“I suggest if you have a Son or daughter who’s about to join I would have them hold
off as the generals in charge do not care about your kids life and will waste it like
Biden does our fellow Marines in Afghanistan,” he added.
“They’ve already relieved one officer who is standing up for Marines what does that
tell you about the commanding officers. I suggest stop recruiting until the generals
are held accountable that is the only way you will fix what is going on!”
I realize Scheller jumped the chain of command with a very public display while in
uniform. But I applaud his courage to risk his career and his pension to bring
attention to some very obvious truths.
Despite knowing that President Joe Biden’s foolish decisions would significantly
increase the risk to both U.S. troops and American civilians during the withdrawal
effort, particularly the abandonment of Bagram Airfield, no one was willing to say
‘No, Mr. President. Respectfully, I must resign.’

In December 2018, then-Defense Secretary James Mattis disagreed so strongly with
then-President Donald Trump’s decision to pull troops from Syria and Afghanistan
that he resigned.
And if I may say so, he did not do so respectfully, as coverage by The Washington
Post and other mainstream media outlets showed.
That was a problem, but it wasn’t a crisis. The Biden administration is a crisis.
In our wildest dreams, we couldn’t have imagined quite how much damage one
presidency could inflict on the military in only seven months.
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin’s introduction of woke politics into an organization
that was intended to remain as apolitical as possible has diminished our military.
Perhaps nothing has been as dangerous for the country as the politicization of the
Department of Defense.
Rather than protecting Americans from foreign enemies, Austin views alleged white
supremacy and climate change as the most serious national security threats we face.
We watched incredulously in February as he signed his “stand-down” order to
address extremism within the nation’s armed forces.
The memo reads: “We will not tolerate actions that go against the fundamental
principles of the oath we share, including actions associated with extremist or
dissident ideologies.
Service members, DoD civilian employees, and all those who support our mission,
deserve an environment free of discrimination, hate, and harassment.”
The stand-down order, Austin wrote, is “what I believe must be a concerted effort to
better educate ourselves and our people about the scope of this problem and to
develop sustainable ways to eliminate the corrosive effects that extremist ideology
and conduct have on the workforce.”
Naturally, Austin joined the fight against climate change which he considers to be a
threat to our national security.
In March, The Hill reported that Austin sent a memo to senior Pentagon leadership
announcing the formation of a “Climate Change Working Group.”
“Climate change presents a growing threat to U.S. national security interests and
defense objectives,” he wrote. “The changing climate is altering the global security
and operating environments, impacting our missions, plans and installations… “
The Pentagon has also addressed issues of sexism in the armed forces. Austin has
taken measures to make women in the military feel more respected and included
going so far as to promote maternity flight suits.
In May, Austin was ghosted by his Chinese counterpart, General Xu Qiliang, the
vice-chair of the Central Military Commission and a member of the politburo.

“Three people briefed on the impasse” told The Financial Times that Austin had tried
on three occasions to contact Xu, “but China has refused to engage.”
Has Austin (and his country) lost of the respect of his military peers internationally?
Do you blame them?
Instead of wasting his (and his staff’s) time on this woke rubbish, Austin should have
been formulating a proper withdrawal plan that incorporated the rapidly
deteriorating situation on the ground in Afghanistan.
Lloyd Austin and the Chairman of the Joints Chief of Staff Mark Milley should have
either convinced Biden to reconsider his orders or resigned. By going along with his
stupidity, they are complicit.
Lt. Col. Scheller understands what’s at stake.
The veterans who support him understand it.
And so do the mothers and fathers who watch as young men and women go to war.
It’s not asking too much to want the president and the Pentagon to act like they
understand it, too.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lR7jBsR0D10&t=544s

Marine fired for criticizing military leaders resigns, says chasing stability makes
‘slave to the system’ Scheller said he wanted senior leaders to accept accountability
Bradford Betz - Fox News
The U.S. Marine relieved of his command for calling out his superiors over the
disastrous Afghanistan withdrawal that led to the deaths of 13 service members said
Sunday he was officially resigning.
In a tell-all video posted on social media, Lt. Col. Stuart Scheller acknowledged he
was sacrificing a comfortable retirement by criticizing the way the withdrawal was
handled.
"I could stay in the Marine Corps for another three years, but I don’t think that’s the
path I’m on. I’m resigning my commission as a United States Marine, effective now,"
Scheller said. "I am forfeiting retirements, all entitlements, I don’t want a single
dollar. I don’t want any money from the VA. I don’t want any VA benefits [even
though] I’m sure I’m entitled 100%."
Scheller ignited a firestorm of controversy Thursday for posting a less than
five-minute video in which he went after top military brass for not taking
responsibility over an ISIS attack in Afghanistan that resulted in the deaths of 11
Marines, an Army soldier, a Navy corpsman and 169 Afghans.
"I'm not saying we need to be in Afghanistan forever, but I am saying, did any of you
throw your rank on the table and say, ‘Hey, it’s a bad idea to evacuate Bagram
Airfield, a strategic airbase, before we evacuate everyone’?" Scheller said last
Thursday.
"Did anyone do that? And when you didn’t think to do that, did anyone raise their
hand and say, ‘We completely messed this up’?"
Speaking to the pushback he had received from that video, Scheller said all he was
asking for was "accountability of my senior leaders when there are clear obvious
mistakes that were made."
"I’m not saying we can take back what has been done. All I asked for was
accountability, for people to comment on what I said and to say, ‘Yes. Mistakes were
made.’ And had they done that I would've gone back into rank and file, submitted, and
accomplished what I wanted," Scheller said.
Scheller said that when asked by his boss the following day, what he was trying to
accomplish, he told him he wanted senior leaders to accept accountability.

Marine Lt. Col. Stuart Scheller is demanding senior U.S. leaders hold themselves
accountable for actions made during the U.S. military's withdrawal from Afghanistan
that led to the deaths of 13 service members. (Scheller video screenshot)
"I think them accepting accountability would do more for service members with PTSD
and struggling with purpose than any other transparent piece of paper or message.
And I haven’t received that," Scheller said.
He reiterated that he was forfeiting a potentially $2 million pension fund for the rest
of his life by going through with his actions, but warned that going after "stability and
money" makes one a "slave to the system" and makes you compromise on your
principles.
"I don’t need a single dollar. I just need every single person that’s willing to go back
outside the wire every single day to wear a blue-collar and just go into work every
single day and feed their families. Those are the people that I need," Scheller said.
"Follow me and we will bring the whole f---ing system down. I am honorable and you
can ask any Marine who served with me for 17 years. I dare you to ask them all and
find out what I’m made of. We’re just getting started."
Scheller could not be reached, despite multiple attempts by Fox News. His father,
Stuart Scheller Sr., told The New York Post Sunday that his son won’t talk to
reporters until he finishes his "formal" exit from the Marines.
Capt. Sam Stephenson, a Marine Corps spokesperson, told Fox News the Marines
Corps is aware of the video that Scheller released Sunday.
"The Marine Corps is taking appropriate action to ensure the safety and well-being of
Lt. Col. Scheller and his family," Stephenson said. "As this is a developing situation,
we cannot comment further at this time."

Watch the video: Courageous Marine Officer Risks His Career, Demands
Accountability

Battalion commander Lt. Col. Stu Scheller made a powerful video criticizing his
superiors after the Kabul carnage.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IXsMa5y_1EA

Here’re our hero that Pres. Biden murdered

Report: U.S. Special Forces Vets ‘Secretly Rescued’ Hundreds Of Afghan Allies
‘Left For Dead’ Amid Biden Withdrawal
Emily Zanotti - dailywire.com

Marcus Yam / Los Angeles Times via Getty Images
Veterans of the United States special forces have “secretly rescued” hundreds of
members of Afghanistan’s Special Forces and their families in recent days — allies
who had been “left for dead” by the Biden administration, according to the Daily
Mail.
The operation, codenamed “Pineapple Express” involved a “group of special op
soldiers including retired Green Berets and SEAL Team commanders” who were
inspired to taken matters into their own hands “after one of the Afghan commandos
they served with contacted them to say he was on the run from the Taliban. His visa
had not been approved when the Taliban took over on August 14 and thousands ran
for the airport,” the Mail said Friday.
“The special ops soldiers first devised a system with US troops at the airport where
they sent their comrades to a gate and told them to identify themselves with the
password ‘pineapple’ to be put on a plane by the Marines on the ground. Some also
showed the troops pictures of pineapples on their phones,” the outlet continued.
After getting their former colleagues out of Afghanistan, they began venturing outside
the U.S. military perimeter around Hamid Karzai International Airport, defying Biden
administration restrictions to rescue colleagues trapped in Kabul city.
“Moving after nightfall in near-pitch black darkness and extremely dangerous
conditions, the group said it worked unofficially in tandem with the United States
military and U.S. embassy to move people, sometimes one person at a time, or in
pairs, but rarely more than a small bunch, inside the wire of the U.S.
military-controlled side of Hamid Karzai International Airport,” ABC News added.

“As of Thursday morning, the group said it had brought as many as 500 Afghan
special operators, assets and enablers and their families into the airport in Kabul
overnight, handing them each over to the protective custody of the U.S. military,” the
outlet needed.
The operation came to light following a deadly terrorist attack in Kabul on Thursday
that left nearly 200 dead, including 10 U.S. Marines, 2 U.S. Army soldiers, and 1 U.S.
Navy hospital corpsman.
The blast did affect some of the “Pineapple Express” travelers, the veterans
associated with the mission said. They do not yet know whether some of their
colleagues are among the dead.
Around 130 individuals have been smuggled into the protective custody of the U.S.
military inside the perimeter of HKIA by a separate “Task Force Pineapple,” “an
informal group whose mission began as a frantic effort on Aug. 15 to get one former
Afghan commando who had served with group founder Col. Scott Mann, a former
Green Beret.
“Dozens of high-risk individuals, families with small children, orphans, and pregnant
women, were secretly moved through the streets of Kabul throughout the night and up
to just seconds before ISIS detonated a bomb into the huddled mass of Afghans
seeking safety and freedom,” Mann said.
Many of those who assisted Task Force Pineapple chose to defy orders, Mann said,
exiting the secure perimeter, even as the Biden administration demanded they stay
within airport walls, reportedly over President Joe Biden’s fear of a “Black Hawk
Down” moment.
“This Herculean effort couldn’t have been done without the unofficial heroes inside
the airfield who defied their orders to not help beyond the airport perimeter, by
wading into sewage canals and pulling in these targeted people who were flashing
pineapples on their phones,” Mann said.
“With the uniformed U.S. military unable to venture outside the airport’s perimeter to
collect Americans and Afghans who’ve sought U.S. protection for their past joint
service, they instead provided overwatch and awaited coordinated movements by an
informal Pineapple Express ground team that included “conductors” led by former
Green Beret Capt. Zac Lois, known as the underground railroad’s ‘engineer,'” ABC
News reported.
Lois told ABC that he was proud of and astounded by the effort.
“That is an astounding number for an organization that was only assembled days
before the start of operations and most of its members had never met each other in
person,” he said.

US Special Forces Vets Go Rogue in Middle of Night, Rescue Afghan Allies That
Biden Won't
Taylor Penley - The Western Journal

In times of crisis, we look to our heroes.
And, though the Afghanistan development seems insurmountable at this point, we’re
relieved by a new group of heroes who stepped up to the plate.
We’ve been hearing of growing violence in the region, with Americans stranded
behind enemy lines amid the Taliban’s growing presence, yesterday’s ISIS attack that
killed at least 13 U.S. service members and wounded 15 others, and resurging
persecution of vulnerable groups.
But one group of all-volunteer special forces veterans of the Afghan war wasn’t going
to take the Taliban’s abuse lying down.
In fact, they stepped up where the Biden administration wouldn’t.
On Wednesday night, “Task Force Pineapple” launched a final rescue mission,
dubbed “Pineapple Express,” to save Afghan allies and their families still trapped
behind enemy lines in Afghanistan.
Beginning on Aug. 15, the veterans devised a plan in conjunction with U.S. military
forces present at Kabul’s Hamid Karzai International Airport to rescue those left
behind enemy lines who would identify themselves with a password upon reaching the
U.S.-occupied zone.
The group told ABC News that, in conjunction with the U.S. military and the U.S.
embassy, they escorted approximately 500 “Afghan special operators, assets and
enablers and their families into the airport in Kabul overnight,” as of Thursday
morning. By Friday, one group member estimated they saved at least 630 Afghan
lives.
Jason Redman, a combat-wounded former Navy SEAL, expressed his frustration “that
our own government didn’t do this. We did what we should do, as Americans.”

As the mission was still underway Thursday, disaster struck in the form of the
ISIS suicide bombings.
“Dozens of high-risk individuals, families with small children, orphans, and pregnant
women, were secretly moved through the streets of Kabul throughout the night and up
to just seconds before ISIS detonated a bomb into the huddled mass of Afghans
seeking safety and freedom,” Army Lt. Col. Scott Mann, retired Green Beret
commander and leader of the private rescue effort, told ABC.
“There were wounded among the Pineapple Express travelers from the blast, and
members of the group said they were assessing whether unaccounted-for Afghans they
were helping had been killed,” the outlet reported.
It’s another garish development we’re witnessing from the Afghanistan crisis, but it’s
reassuring to see these American heroes responding to the cries for help emanating
from those left behind.
Aug. 31 is drawing dangerously close, and we still have a lot of work to do to deliver
our people and Afghan refugees from a future of Islamic militant oppression.
We’re thankful for heroes like these, who go above and beyond what’s required of
them to save those left behind in the wake of this administration’s poorly executed
withdrawal.
In dark times like these, it’s important to remember what our men and women in
uniform have sacrificed (and continue to sacrifice) to rectify the failures of our
elected officials.
Neither they, nor the victims of this untimely withdrawal, should be forced to answer
for a mistake they didn’t make, a mistake the Biden administration refuses to own.
But the bold and tenacious are ready to do what’s necessary.
Let that be a lesson to Biden: This is what true leadership looks like.

Gold Star father sends message to Biden: You are culpable, stop blaming others
Gold Star father Craig Gross offered condolences and support for the families of the
service members who were killed in the Kabul bombings. In an interview on "Fox &
Friends," Gross - whose son U.S. Army Cpl. Frank Robert Gross was killed in
Afghanistan - demanded justice and called on President Biden to take responsibility
for the lives lost, saying, "you are culpable."

CRAIG GROSS: I just want the families to know that we are here for you.
We have been through what you're going to go through, and it doesn't end.
There is no such thing as closure with this with Gold Star families.
And yesterday was a day that basically opened up a lot of wounds for us Gold Star
families.
We all remember that knock at the door.
We all remember when our Blue Star became a Gold Star.
And my heart goes out to the 13 families that are going to have to endure a
tremendous amount of grief literally for the rest of their lives.
My message to the president of the United States of America is this:
Mr. President,
I will continue to pray for you.
I will continue to pray for your administration – that somehow you will find the
wisdom from God to get us out of this horrific mess that, Mr. President, you have
gotten us into.
And please quit blaming this on the former president of the United States of America.
You are culpable. You alone.
The buck stops at your desk. And I would wish that you would quit blaming this on
other people, take the responsibility, quit passing the buck and get on with your job
and do what we hired you to do.
We do not work for you, Mr. President. You work for us. And as Americans, we
demand that justice be done and that the right thing be done. And we know what that
is, and you know what it is.

Multiple Conservatives Now Calling On Joe Biden And His Generals To Resign
Over Afghanistan Disaster
Mike LaChance - American Lookout

Joe Biden’s handling of the withdrawal from Afghanistan and the terror attack this
week, have been inexcusable.
We have already seen a few Republicans in Congress call on Biden to resign over this,
but now conservative pundits are weighing in too.
People are disgusted by what they have seen from Biden, and who can blame them?
Kurt Schlicter writes at Townhall:
Resign
Rip those stars off your pathetic nostalgia costumes and resign. Quit. Tell that crusty
Pinocchio in the White House and the faculty lounge Geppettos tugging his strings
that you will have no more to do with his human centipede of failure in Kabul.
It’s not hard – your stars are right there, generals, right on the shoulders of those
new uniforms you decided to adopt with the express purpose of evoking World War II
and the memory of victory over a modern, peer-competitor military.
Maybe, you thought, wearing winner’s gear would ease the pain of getting creamed
by a bunch of Seventh Century throwbacks…
Resign.
Salvage some dignity. Though, if I had a say, the whole lot of you would be court
martialed for your negligence. You’d happily nuke from orbit a specialist who
dropped his NVGs on a patrol, but you just lost another war and you’re probably
headed to a board seat at Raytheon.

The British Royal Navy used to shoot admirals for failure to encourage the others. I
note that when this innovative personnel incentive program was in effect, Britannia
ruled the waves.
Speaker and author Ben Shapiro has a similar message. From the Daily Wire:
‘Disgrace To His Office’: Ben Shapiro Calls For Biden’s Impeachment, Resignation
Daily Wire editor emeritus Ben Shapiro called for President Joe Biden’s
impeachment Thursday after a suicide bombing in Kabul cost the lives of 13 U.S.
servicemen and hundreds of Afghans.
“Impeach,” Shapiro tweeted as news reports of casualty numbers continued to update
and the death toll climbed. President Joe Biden initiated a withdrawal of U.S. troops
from Afghanistan earlier this year, and the country fell to the Taliban on August 15
after militants took over the capital city of Kabul…
Shapiro again went after Biden during his show on Friday, calling the president a
“disgrace” and saying that Biden would resign if he “had any honor at all.”
Rep. Vicky Hartzler writes at the Washington Examiner:
Joe Biden must resign
In March 1968, President Lyndon Johnson announced to a shocked nation that he
would not seek reelection.
The nation was reeling from Vietnam, a tumultuous year of protests, and an
overwhelming feeling of discontent that reached down into the heart and soul of
America.
A veteran of the U.S. Senate and a foreign policy expert in his own right, LBJ sensed
he had lost the country and did the honorable thing by opting not to run again.
One cannot help but see the comparisons when we look at President Joe Biden and
his first eight months in office.
His handling of the Afghanistan withdrawal is the latest in a series of major setbacks
that have resulted in a destitute America…
Biden has become the portrait of this chaos, and his standing in America, and the
world, is forever diminished.
It is time he realize this and acknowledge that America’s recovery, both domestically
and across the globe, begins with his resignation as president. It is the right thing to
do.

